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Abstract: Those days are gone when storing and accessing of data were done on computer’s hard drive. Now with innovation
in technology and with the great success of Internet computing resources have become more economical, more powerful and
more ubiquitously available than ever before. This technological trend of the 21st century has given birth to the realization of a
new computing model called Cloud Computing. This Computing is not only about the hard drives were storing and accessing
can be done but it is latest computing paradigm and it offers tremendous opportunities to solve the large-scale scientific
problem. To fully exploit the applications of cloud, various challenges need to be addressed where scheduling is one among
them. Although catholic research has been done on Workflow Scheduling, there are very few edges tailored for Cloud
environments. For some basic principles of Cloud such as elasticity and heterogeneity existing work fails to meet optimal
solution. Therefore our work focuses on the scheduling strategies for scientific workflow on IaaS cloud. We present an
algorithm based on the meta- heuristic optimization technique where the best of two algorithms Ant colony Optimization
(ACO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are merged to optimize locally and globally which minimizes the overall
workflow time (makespan) and reduces the cost. Our heuristic is evaluated using CloudSim and several well-known scientific
workflows of different sizes. The results show that our approach performs better when compared to PSO algorithm.
Keywords: PSO, ACO, Cloud, Workflow.
I. INTRODUCTION
With progression in innovation, preparing and capacity furthermore with the accomplishment of the Internet, registering assets
have ended up less expensive, more capable and more universally accessible than any time in recent memory. This mechanical
pattern has brought forth the acknowledgment of another registering model called cloud computing, in which assets (e.g., CPU
and capacity) are given as general utilities that can be rented and discharged by clients through the Internet in an on-demand. In a
cloud computing environment, the customary part of the service provider has isolated into two: the infrastructure suppliers who
oversee cloud stages and rent assets as per a user based estimating the model, and administration suppliers, who rent assets from
one or numerous framework suppliers to serve the end clients. Substantial organizations, for example, Google, Amazon, and
Microsoft endeavour to give all the more effective, dependable and cost-proficient cloud stages, and business undertakings try to
reshape their plans of action to pick up advantage from this new worldview. [28]Cloud computing can be distributed into three
service models: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Need of Scheduling in clouds
Unlike Grids, Scalability, flexibility reliability of Cloud resources allows real- time processing of resources to meet application
requirement. At lower cost services of cloud such as compute, storage, and bandwidth are available. Normally undertakings are
scheduled by client prerequisites. New planning methodologies should be proposed to defeat the issues postured by system
properties in the middle of client and assets. New booking methodologies might utilize a percentage of the customary planning
ideas to consolidation them together with some system mindful techniques to give answers for better and more effective
employment booking. The customary path for booking in distributed computing was to utilize the immediate assignments of
clients as the overhead application base. The problem in that scheduling was there is no association between the overhead
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application base and the way that different tasks cause overhead costs of resources in Cloud systems which may incur the cost of
Cloud. That is why there is need of scheduling in Cloud Environment so that parallel processing of the complex application can be
done efficiently [22].
Scheduling in Cloud Computing
In the cloud, computing scheduling is the process of plotting tasks onto resources and the systems (e.g. CPU time, bandwidth and
memory) efficiently. In cloud computing, many complex applications require parallel processing to execute the jobs effectively.
Due to the communication and synchronization between corresponding processes, there is a decrease in utilization of CPU
resources. Therefore it is necessary for a data center to achieve the utilization of nodes while maintaining the level of
responsiveness of parallel jobs [23]. Due to the availability of vast data on the internet and growing number of user’s day to day,
it almost impossible to assign the various tasks manually to the virtual machines[20]. Hence, to allocate the resources to each job
effectively, scheduling plays an important role in cloud computing. Thus various scheduling algorithms are proposed so that they
can help in achieving the order of jobs in such a way that balance between improving the performance, cost, makespan, load
balancing and more over the quality of service can be improved. For proper scheduling, many task parameters need to be
considered which is an essential aspect in successful working of the cloud. The accessible resources should be utilized efficiently
without affecting the service limits of the cloud.
1. Resource discovering and filtering Data-canter Broker locates the resources present in the web system and collects status
information related to them.
2. Resource selection Based on the specific parameter of task and resources target resource is selected.
3. Task submissions To the selected resources task are submitted.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A deep study is performed for workflow scheduling and resource provisioning in IaaS Cloud environment and there are a number
of strategies proposed wherein scheduling of workflows which might be started out at any time and the QoS necessities are taken
into account and able to boom the scheduling fulfillment rate extensively.
Ahmad et al. (2016) presented new hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) for workflow scheduling. The proposed algorithm seeds the
Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) based schedule in the initial population that guides the algorithm to reach an optimal
(makespan) schedule in fewer generations. Rigorous search with two fold crossover and mutation operators cover the large
problem space and enhances the HGA performance. The proposed algorithm optimizes workflow schedule length with an
additional feature of load balancing that ensures the optimized resource utilization.
Verma et al. (2015) presented a Budget and Deadline Constrained heuristic based upon Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
(HEFT) to schedule workflow tasks over the available cloud resources. In the first step, the task assigned the highest priority
which is calculated by the upward rank is selected, and various cost and time affecting parameter are calculated for the selected
task. The second step assigns the task to the best resource which will minimize the EFT and execution cost.
Kalra et al. (2015) presented a broad review and comparative analysis of the three meta heuristic techniques(GA, PSO and ACO)
already written previously along with two novel methods (BAT and League championship algorithm)for workflow scheduling in
distributed computing (grid and cloud). A change in transitional operators, a high-quality seed for initial population and a hybrid
algorithm, enhance the quality and the convergence speed of the optimal solution.
Alkhanak et al. (2015) investigated and analyzed various cost aware challenges of WFS in cloud computing such as Quality of
service, performance, system functionality and system architecture. They also discussed various WFS cost aware approaches fro m
the available pools of alternatives.
Rodriguez et al. (2014) have used PSO Meta heuristic technique to optimize the scientific workflow on IaaS cloud. The authors
have incorporated the basic features of IaaS cloud such as unlimited heterogeneous resources, flexibility, dynamic provisioning of
resources, VMs boot time as well as leased time and performance variation of VMs. The idea was to combine the resource
provisioning along with the scheduling strategy with an objective to minimize the execution cost while staying in the defined
deadline.
Netjinda et al. (2014) focused on optimizing the value of buying infrastructure-as-a-service cloud competencies to attain clinical
work goes with the flow execution in the unique closing dates. Authors considered the quantity of purchased times, example
types, buying options, and venture scheduling as constraints in an optimization technique. PSO augmented with a variable
community seeks approach turned into used to discover the superior solution. Results display promising performance from the
views of the total fee and fitness convergence when in comparison with other trendy algorithms.
Abrishami et al. (2013) have proposed two workflow scheduling algorithms: a one-phase algorithm which is called IaaS Cloud
Partial Critical Paths (IC-PCP), and a two-phase algorithm which is called IaaS Cloud Partial Critical Paths with Deadline
Distribution (IC-PCPD2). IC-PCP schedules the workflow in one phase by scheduling each partial critical path on a single
instance of a computation service, while IC-PCPD2 is a two-phase algorithm which first distributes the overall deadline on the
workflow tasks, and then schedules each task based on its sub deadline. Both algorithms have a polynomial time complexity
which makes them suitable options for scheduling large workflows. Both algorithms have a promising performance but IC-PCP
performing better than IC-PCPD2.
Malawski et al. (2012) mentioned, developed, and assessed algorithms primarily based on static and dynamic techniques for each
project scheduling and aid provisioning and evaluated thru simulation using a set of scientific workflow ensembles with a wide
variety of budget and closing date parameters, considering uncertainties in assignment runtime estimations, provisioning delays,
and failures.
Xue et al. (2012) proposed a QoS-based totally hybrid particle swarm optimization (GHPSO) to schedule packages to cloud
sources. In GHPSO, crossover and mutation of a genetic set of rules are embedded into the particle swarm optimization set of
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rules (PSO), in order that it could play a position within the discrete hassle. A hill hiking algorithm was additionally brought into
the PSO that allows you to improve the nearby seek ability and to hold the variety of the populace. The simulations effects show
that the GHPSO achieves higher performance than fashionable particle swarm algorithm used in reduce costs inside a given
execution time.
Pandey et al. (2010) defined that user programs may incur large information retrieval and execution costs when they may be
scheduled taking into account only the ‘execution time’. Further to optimizing execution time, the cost springing up from statistics
transfers among resources in addition to execution expenses need to be taken into consideration. They offered a particle swarm
optimization (PSO) based heuristic to timetable applications to cloud sources that take into account each computation cost and
statistics transmission price and evaluate with current ‘Best Resource Selection’ (BRS) set of rules.
Chen et al. (2009) proposed an ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm to schedule massive-scale workflows with numerous
QoS parameters. This algorithm permits customers to specify their QoS options as well as outline the minimal QoS thresholds for
software. The goal of this set of rules was to find a solution that meets all QoS constraints and optimizes the user-preferred QoS
parameter. The author designed seven new heuristics for the ACO technique and proposed an adaptive scheme that lets in
synthetic ants to select heuristics based on pheromone values.
III. WORK METHODOLOGY
Proposed Methodology
 Define the workflow Different workflows from different scientific areas are chosen and simulated in a cloud environment.
 Apply Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm: The algorithm Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a heuristic algorithm which
is based on the behavior of the ants seeking the shortest path between anthill and the location of food source. With the
mechanism of positive feedback and distributed cooperation, it is proved to be a useful heuristic algorithm for solving NPhard problems.
 Apply Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm: Output ACO will be given as input to PSO for finding the best path. PSO
is a problematic optimization technique in which the most basic concept is that of the particle. A particle represents an
individual (i.e. fish or bird) that has the ability to move through the defined problem space and represents a candidate solution
to the optimization problem.
 Schedule Generation Construct a schedule by converting a particle’s position.
 Evaluate Makespan: Makespan is evaluated to meet the given deadline.
 Evaluate Cost For each Workflow cost in terms of money is calculated.
 Compare the result Simulate and compare the result of proposed algorithm with PSO and ACO.
Proposed Algorithm
Input: Workflows like Cybershake, Ligo, Genome, Montage
Output: Optimal value of Scheduling the task
1. Input Workflow
X
2. Topological Sort (X)
3. For I є X
{
Provide VM randomly
i ++ :
4.
5.

6.
7.

i ++ :

}
Initialize ACO parameter
best
Time taken by VM
Xt
For i є X
{
Determine the Value Cxtbest
Save Xtbest
}
If f (Xtbest )new ≤ f (Xtbest )old then X= (Xtbest )new
Else Xmin = (Xtbest )old
.eq. 1
If Xtbest is not converge
Initialize
For i є X
{
Initialize local velocity Xt
Initialize global velocity Yt
}
For each task
{
Update velocity
Update VM
For i = 1,2,3…………X
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If ( Xt < Xtbest )
X1t = Xtbest
}
For each task
{
If ( Yt < Ytbest )
Y1t = Ytbest
}
Compare local and global best to eq. 1
If XtACO < YtPSO
{
Then set threshold XtACO
}
Else
YtPSO
10. VM update or migration according to YtPSO
11. Terminate the process
8.
9.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The proposed algorithm is implemented on HP machine with Intel core2 duo processor, 400 GB HDD, and 3 GB RAM on
LINUX platform as it is difficult to run proposed algorithm on real systems because access to the infrastructure incurs a very high
cost. Thus the proposed algorithm is implemented in a simulated environment using Cloudsim 3.0.3 simulation toolkit. Cloudsim
is programmed in JAVA and the Cloudsim classes are extended to implement the proposed work.
Parameter Setting
To analyze and compare the proposed algorithm with PSO algorithm for scientific workflows on cloud [14] few parameters have
been set to a pre-defined value. Various parameters of data center, virtual machines and cloudlets have been set to the different
values. A number of iterations of different scientific workflows is analyzed and results are compared to two different parameters
(i) cost (ii) time delay with PSO algorithm on IAAS cloud computing environment.
Expected Outcome
Table 1 Genome

Figure 1 Cost of Genome Workflow
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Figure 2 Makespan of Genome Workflow

TABLE 2 Cybershake

Figure 3 Cost of Cybershake Workflow
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Figure 4 Makespan of Cybershake Workflow

Table 3 LIGO

Figure 5 Cost of Ligo Workflow

Figure 6 Makespan of Ligo Workflow
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Figure 7 Cost of Montage Workflow

Table 4 MONTAGE

Figure 7 Make span of Montage Workflow

CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we presented a scheduling strategy for executing scientific workflows on IaaS Clouds. The scenario was modelled
as an optimization problem which aims to minimize the overall execution cost while reducing the make span and the problem was
solved using the hybrid of ACO and PSO. The experiments were conducted by simulating four well-known workflows
(Cybershake, Ligo, Genome, and Montage) on Clouds, which shows that our solution has an overall healthier performance than
other state-of-the-art algorithms. The worthy results are achieved because PSO (particle swarm optimization) play important role
in global optimization and ACO (ant colony optimization) optimize locally and we have merged the two algorithms by taking the
best out of them. With the proposed approach in most of the workflows, we are able to produce lower cost efficient schedule
meanwhile also reducing the time delay.
As future work, we would like to explore various options for the selection of the preliminary resource pool as it has a major
impact on the performance of the algorithm. We would also like to research with different optimization approaches such as
genetic algorithms and compare their performance with PSO, ACO, and Hybrid of both these algorithm. Another future work is to
study the data transfer cost between data centers so that VMs can be deployed in different locations. Finally, we wish to
implement our approach in a workflow engine so that it can be utilized for deploying applications in real life environments.
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